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SHORT SYNOPSIS
Coal River Valley is a community surrounded by lush mountains and a looming
toxic threat. ON COAL RIVER follows a former coal miner and his neighbors in a
David-and-Goliath struggle for the future of their valley, their children, and life as
they know it.
MEDIUM SYNOPSIS
Coal River Valley, West Virginia is a community surrounded by lush mountains
and a looming toxic threat. ON COAL RIVER follows a former miner and his
neighbors in a David-and-Goliath struggle for the future of their valley, their
children, and life as they know it.
Ed Wiley once worked at the same coal waste facility that now threatens his
granddaughter’s elementary school. When his local government refuses to act,
Ed embarks on a quest to have the school relocated to safer ground. With
insider knowledge and a sharp sense of right and wrong, Ed confronts his local
school board, the state government, and a notorious coal company — Massey
Energy — for putting his granddaughter and his community at risk.
Along the way, Ed is supported by his neighbors Bo and Judy, who have their
own problems with the coal company. Ex-marine Bo Webb retired to his
childhood home only to discover that this once-idyllic valley is being transformed
by the practice of “mountaintop removal” - blowing up mountains to extract coal.
Bo’s neighbor Judy Bonds was forced to leave her ancestral home when the
same company opened a mine next door - sending dangerous black water down
the creek where her grandson played. Together, Bo and Judy help Ed bring
attention to the dangers at Marsh Fork Elementary, hoping that if they save the
school, they can save the valley.
Across the river, Maria Lambert recognizes a pattern in the unusual health
problems plaguing her community. Following intuition, and what she describes
as a mission from above, Maria gathers evidence suggesting that nearby coal
companies have contaminated her neighborhood’s water supply.
Shot over a five-year period, ON COAL RIVER follows the transformation of
these four remarkable individuals as they fight for the valley they love — and for
future generations.

BACKGROUND
The Coal River Valley of southern West Virginia is an area of steep terrain and
diverse biology, comprising some of the oldest mountains in the world. It is also
an area containing vast amounts of coal – the fossil fuel that currently powers
just under 50 percent of domestic electricity. Commercial mining began here in
the 1850s and has continued through repeated cycles of boom and bust, mine
wars and strikes, and the relentless march of mechanization.
Today, new mining and processing methods are taking a heavy toll on the valley’s
environment and its residents. Coal companies are practicing ‘mountaintop
removal’ and other forms of steep-slope strip mining, using huge machines and
explosives to extract thin seams of coal. Some estimate that these practices
have already destroyed over 500,000 acres of land and buried 1500 miles of
streams. After extraction, the mine plants crush and chemically “wash” the coal
to remove toxins then pumping the waste into large manmade lakes or
underground into old abandoned mine shafts.
Coal River Valley's population continues to decline due to increase in
mechanized mining and loss of jobs —both of its high schools have closed since
1991. Those who remain love their community and want to stay, but they are split
in their opinions about how to continue to live here. Many believe without coal
mining, there is no economic future for their community. Others believe that if left
unchecked, mining impacts on the land and water will make their valley unlivable
for themselves and for future generations.
Coal River Valley was tragically thrust into the national spotlight on April 5th,
2010, when 29 miners died in the Upper Big Branch disaster, three miles from
Marsh Fork Elementary School.

DIRECTOR Q&A
Why this project? What was it about the idea that resonated and made you
feel compelled to spend this time with this story?
This project -- like our last film -- is about a community under threat. Coal River
Valley is home to people who have been sacrificing for a long time so that
America can benefit from cheap electricity, and it's still a very beautiful place. But
people like Bo Webb are seeing their mountains blown up all around them and
people like Maria Lambert are living with contaminated water coming out of their
kitchen sinks. And they are organizing and confronting the problem in very
courageous and creative ways. It's an environmental story, but it's also a very
inspiring human story.
What did you do that you consider to be unique and original for/to this
project?
We knew that this could easily be a very dark story, so it was really important for
us to also find the moments of light and humor that we experienced while we
were in Coal River Valley. We tried to accomplish that through our musical
choices, the way the story is structured, and also by showing as many nuances
to each character as we could, within the confines of the story. Even though
most of our characters' screen time is devoted to dealing with coal issues, we
also tried to understand what was going on for them on a personal level, and find
ways to let that come through.
We had great access with our characters over a period of five years, and we
wanted to explore the story through their eyes and words, as opposed to outside
experts. This was different from our last project, where we focused more on the
politics at large.
What challenges did you face and how did you overcome them?
Francine:
There were a lot of extreme ups and downs along the way in terms of the story,
funding, etc. We relied a lot on smaller donations from individuals. The film has
been made possible by regular people who generously gave because they
wanted to see this film happen. There's a big upside to that though, because
these donations add up, and they also help people become invested and
involved in the project.
Adams:
We really had no idea that this film would be a six-year project -- all along the
way, we felt this huge amount of pressure to finish the film and get it out to the
world. People kept telling us - now is the time, it'll never be more relevant than it
is now. We kept holding out for clear endings that seemed to be perpetually just

around the corner, and Bo used to joke that the title should be "The never-ending
story." We finally edited together an ending that we were happy with, and we had
two really dramatic developments -- the first being the Upper Big Branch mine
tragedy that happened in Coal River Valley. That was really awful to see, and it
underscored the sacrifice so many people in Coal River make - regardless of
what side they are on of a particular issue. The other development was an
ending we had been waiting and hoping for since the early days of the project,
and it was amazing to see it happen literally weeks before our premiere date.
What did you learn from the process of making this film?
Francine:
We learned that sometimes it's better to take your time and let things simmer and
other times you have to grab the opportunity when it presents itself. We have
more faith in the documentary process now, and we're better able to live with
uncertainty. We are also learning how to know when to keep on your vision and
at the same time know when to let up and allow life to take you in unexpected
directions.
Adams:
We learned what a big impact a committed group of individuals can have. When
we started the film, very few people outside of Appalachia were talking about
mountaintop removal. Since then, Judy, Ed, Maria, and Bo, and others have
situated mountaintop removal in the national debate on energy issues,
exemplifying the true cost of coal and it's direct connection to climate change.
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Fellowship, Deann is the Director, Producer and Writer of the new feature-length
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J. ROBERT SPENCER (Executive Producer) is a Tony Award Nominated Actor,
Independent Film Director, Producer, and Writer. J. Robert has been seen
nationally and internationally with such theatrical shows as SIDE SHOW,
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Today Show and was nominated for Best Comedy and Best Actress at the
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